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1 What is wxrc?

wxrc, or the “Wayland eXtended Reality Compositor”, is a free software Wayland compositor which,
along with a collection of XR-native Wayland protocols, serves as the foundation of a XR-native,
free software desktop environment for Linux.

At this stage, wxrc represents both a research-grade proof-of-concept for its ideas, and the foun-
dation upon which a complete, production-ready XR desktop can be built. This paper addresses
both the design of wxrc, the Wayland XR environment, and the steps required to create a XR-native
desktop ecosystem based on this work.

wxrc is available on SourceHut under the MIT license.
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2 Terms & Definitions

The following terminology is used throughout this paper:

Augmented Reality, or AR:
A system which augments the real world experience of the user, for example by displaying virtual
3D objects within a real-world room.

eXtended Reality, or XR:
Umbrella term encompassing both Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. An “XR system” refers
to a specific implementation of XR and the enumeration of this system’s hardware and software
capabilities.

Hand tracking:
The capability of an XR system to provide detailed tracking of the position and orientation of the
user’s hands and fingers.

Head-Mounted Display, or HMD:
Equipment worn on the head by the user of an XR system which incorporates the display, lenses,
and other sub-systems.

Shell:
A semantic framework governing the presentation of content in a Wayland environment. For exam-
ple, the “XDG” shell is used for presenting traditional 2D windows. Absent a qualifier, the “shell”
refers to interactions with the Wayland environment itself, such as global key bindings.

Positional tracking:
The capability of an XR system to track the position and orientation of objects within a real-world
space, such as the location of the HMD and XR controllers.

Virtual Reality, or VR:
A system which simulates a virtual environment independent of the real world and immerses the
user in this virtual environment.
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3 2D Wayland surfaces in a 3D world

The first aspect of wxrc’s design we will consider is the application of traditional 2D desktop
interactions in a 3D space. A video demonstrating this functionality is available on PeerTube; a
screenshot of this video is shown below.

Figure 1: A screenshot showing a web browser, terminal emulator, and video player; all 2D
Wayland surfaces; in a VR environment.

wxrc is able to composite traditional 2D Wayland clients into a 3D scene. This process requires
some unusual compositing techniques, such as the “false depth” technique explained in the next
sub-section. Some additional considerations are required for ensuring the user has an enjoyable
experience on a wide variety of XR hardware configurations and real-world use-cases.

3.1 Window interactions & depth
A notable design detail regarding wxrc’s 2D view implementation is the use of the “false depth”
technique. Figure 2 shows a top-down view of a VR scene with two 2D windows being displayed.
In this situation, view A is behind view B from the user’s perspective (indicated in blue).

However, view A has an active input focus and a higher z-order. View A is thus drawn in front of
view B, despite being located behind view B in 3D space, so the user can interact with it, as shown
in figure 3. Much like a traditional 2D desktop environment, wxrc maintains its list of 2D windows
with their associated z-order independent of their Z coordinate in 3D space, and this z-order is used
to determine what order to render views in. The depth buffer is disabled while compositing 2D
views, and each is rendered according to its z-order. The result is often a scene whose perspective
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Figure 2: A top-down view of a VR scene with two 2D clients, A and B, and the user’s
field-of-view indicated in blue.

and sense of depth is unusual and unrealistic, but the resulting user experience feels natural and
facilitates easier interactions with the windows in the user’s environment.

Figure 3: The same scene from the user’s perspective. Note that the active window, window A, is
shown in front of window B despite being further away from the user.

These interactions are mainly designed around the use-case of a static user in a seated position
with a mouse and keyboard. In this situation, the user cannot move around in the VR environment
or directly approach the window they want to interact with. Not all XR equipment supports
positional tracking, so this supporting this configuration is not only a matter of preference, but
occasionally of necessity.
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3.2 Mouse and keyboard usage
Note regarding terminology: the “mouse” is the hardware device on your desk. The “cursor” or
“pointer” is the image shown on screen which can be moved around by moving the mouse.

wxrc implements the Wayland seat interface for traditional 2D input semantics. State for the
pointer is maintained relative to the user’s direction of view, such that turning your head from
side to side will move a cursor composited onto the surface in front of the user. Moving the mouse
device will apply an offset to this cursor, so that the user may move the cursor around the window
they are using with their hand. Mouse actions (i.e. clicking or scrolling) are passed along to the
view under the cursor.

Figure 4: Detail of the user’s mouse cursor. The cursor is composited onto the focused 2D surface;
note the perspective applied to the cursor image.

In addition to support for traditional mouse hardware, wxrc supports pointer interactions on
2D surfaces via XR controller devices on XR systems which provide positional tracking, such that
the user may “point” at a surface to control the position of the pointer, and click on the surface
using buttons on their controller device. A configuration file is provided for users to manage the
semantic mappings between XR input operations and 2D input operations.

Keyboard focus is managed similarly to a traditional desktop environment. Clicking a window
brings it in focus; it is moved to the front of the z-order stack and receives keyboard focus. Further
keyboard input is passed along to the focused client.

wxrc also supports some basic hard-coded shell key-bindings. Pressing the “meta” key (also
called the “logo” key) in combination with another key invokes some shell operation. Meta+Tab
cycles through the 2D window z-order list, similarly to Alt+Tab on other desktops, bringing each
window to the front and giving it keyboard focus. Meta+Return spawns a terminal emulator, and
Meta+q closes the focused 2D view. Meta+Escape terminates the XR session.

The meta key may also be used in combination with the mouse to perform shell interactions
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with 2D windows. Holding meta and left click “attaches” the window under the cursor to the user’s
headset. Moving the mouse from side to side moves the window in 3D space, and turning your head
or walking around the scene brings the window with you. The scroll wheel is used with the meta
key to “push” or “pull” the window towards or away from the user, and meta with right click resizes
2D surfaces.

An unsolved problem in wxrc is providing input from traditional 2D input devices such as mice
and keyboards to 3D shell surfaces.

3.3 Touch interactions
Hardware configurations which support hand tracking allow wxrc to track in detail the position of
each finger of the user in the real world. wxrc takes advantage of this to implement the wl_touch
Wayland interface, such that the user can simply reach out and touch a 2D view to interact with
it. The user’s 2D finger position on the surface is calculated and touch events are forwarded to
the appropriate client. Multi-touch operation is supported in this manner; the positions of all ten
fingers can be provided to the 2D surface they intersect with presuming sufficiently capable hand
tracking support from the XR system.

Figure 5: A user interacts with a touch-aware 2D window by touching it directly with their hand.
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4 3D XR-native Wayland clients

In addition to traditional 2D views, the wxrc project has designed and implemented a number
of Wayland protocol extensions to provide support for Wayland clients that display 3D content
and process 3D user interactions. wxrc can composite 3D environments from several independent
Wayland clients into a single scene.

4.1 Compositing 3D clients
The main challenge when compositing unrelated 3D clients into a single scene concerns their re-
spective depth values. The GPU maintains a “depth buffer” when rendering 3D scenes in which,
as subsequent 3D objects are rendered, the depth value relative to the camera is encoded into a
separate image buffer. This depth buffer is used to mask pixels which are occluded by a more
nearby object. wxrc’s xr-shell protocol provides a projection matrix to the client for each VR view
(at least two, one for each eye) and the client provides a “composite buffer”, which includes both
the rendered scene as a color pixel buffer and a separate depth buffer. By compositing the color
and depth buffers of independent clients together, the depth of the entire scene is preserved, such
that objects rendered by client A can be in front of, behind, or inside of objects rendered by client B.

Figure 6 illustrates the depth composition process. Each of three separate Wayland clients
renders their respective scenes without knowledge of the location of the objects rendered by other
clients, and exports their depth buffer to the Wayland compositor. wxrc then composites each
depth buffer together, and uses the composite depth buffer when rendering the color buffers from
each client to correctly mask out geometry of one client which is obscured by another. Note that
simple cases work, such as the display of various objects in the scene in front of the large background
model ("Sponza"), as well as objects which intersect other objects directly, such as "Suzanne" and
the duck model.

Compositing semi-transparent objects from Wayland clients in 3D is an open problem. A pos-
sible solution could involve adding a separate composite buffer for semi-transparent objects, which
is then blended & composited on top of opaque objects in a separate step. This would come at a
(likely acceptable) cost to performance.
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Duck depth buffer "Suzanne" depth buffer

"Sponza" depth buffer Composite depth buffer

Final render

Figure 6: Depth buffers from three separate Wayland clients composited into a scene. Note that
intersections between unrelated Wayland clients are rendered at the appropriate depth.
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4.2 Skybox clients
A “skybox” is a cube surface with six textures, one for each face, which is rendered around the user
to display the “sky” or other environment. It is rendered at a fixed position without respect to the
user’s location in the VR environment. Figure 7 shows a scene with a skybox.

Figure 7: The sky, mountains, and water in this scene are rendered by a Wayland client using a
skybox buffer.

Support for this in wxrc is fairly straightforward: the xr-shell protocol provides a separate buffer
type for skyboxes, and the client attaches a cube map texture to its wl_buffer. This trivially allows
for static skyboxes, but can also be used to render a dynamic skybox scene.

4.3 Additional research areas in 3D rendering
Two additional kinds of 3D Wayland clients were considered:

• Geometry buffers, e.g. via glTF

• Stereoscopic buffers

The former would involve having the client provide wxrc with the geometry of objects to render
in the scene as a glTF model. The compositor is then responsible for rendering this in the scene.
Advantages of this model would include allowing the compositor to more easily consider lighting
and shading the model or simulate physics interactions between different Wayland clients, with the
benefit of additional context which is not available to the client, as well as ensuring that rendering
performance meets frame deadlines – important for preventing motion sickness in the user. How-
ever, the drawbacks are substantial: the increased complexity in the compositor is significant, and
the client’s options for creative rendering techniques and user interactions are seriously diminished.
This is probably a dead end. Some of the advantages of this technique may alternatively be possible
through cooperative rendering approaches with clients, e.g. by sharing global lighting information
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with clients via a new Wayland protocol.

Stereoscopic 3D surfaces involve providing one buffer for each eye, left and right, without respect
to the user’s perspective. This use-case is mainly useful for rendering stereoscopic 3D videos and
movies in a VR scene. This can be accomplished either by fixing the buffers directly to the user’s
eyes, which would likely induce motion sickness, or on a virtual “screen” in 3D space, simulating
a “movie theater”-like environment. This kind of client comes with its own set of unique concerns,
but is an interesting topic which may call for further research.

Regarding 3D videos and movies, two techniques exist in common use, of which stereoscopic
3D is one. The other popular technique utilizes a “360 degree” view; this technique is particularly
popular on YouTube. This kind of 3D video experience is trivially possible to render using the
already-implemented skybox protocol.

4.4 User interaction in 3D
User input in virtual reality is more expressive than in traditional environments. The most sophis-
ticated set-ups can passively monitor each user’s hand position in 3D space and the position of
each of their fingers, as well as active interactions such as the use of buttons, thumbsticks, triggers,
and touchpads. Different XR systems support different kinds of possible interactions; generally if
XR-native controllers are available the user can be expected to at least have access to positional
tracking and a few buttons.

Some of these input sources may be used to facilitate active interactivity, such as pressing a
trigger to fire a weapon or click a simulated mouse device. Passive sources, such as tracking finger
positions, may be used for more natural interactions, such as reaching out and picking up an ob-
ject. The latter may be performed subconsciously, allowing the user interface to “disappear”, but
can be frustrating when there is a need for precise control. For example, the state of the art with
passive interactions provides insufficient precision for a comfortable typing experience on a virtual
keyboard, particularly when combined with the lack of perceptible feedback when pressing virtual
keys.

To provide access to rich XR input features to Wayland clients, we have developed a Wayland
protocol extension, xr-input, which provides access to most of this functionality to Wayland clients.
This protocol may be expanded to provide richer input information to clients in the future.

The security of this interface is an open problem. Presently, wxrc lacks a concept of "focus" for
3D clients, in the sense that one client can be focused and thus process input events. Instead, all
clients currently receive all input events, which may theoretically be used to reconstruct the user’s
interactions with unrelated Wayland clients. It is unclear how this problem might be solved.

4.5 3D desktop components
The wxrc system offers many opportunities for re-designing traditional desktop components in a
XR environment. One of the basic primitives offered for this purpose is the "HUD" (head’s up
display) environment of xr-input. This allows the user to place two-dimensional windows onto a
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cylinder surrounding the user, which the user can interact with. This may be used to develop tools
for launching applications and opening files or displaying status information like the current time
and system resource utilization.

3D-native versions of various other software commonly expected on a desktop system can be
developed on top of our system, such as file managers and media players, which can offer richer
interactivity than their 2D counterparts. For example, the user might "reach" into a file manager
and pull out a 3D model file, or open their calculator app and chart an equation in 3D. With
appropriate XDG MIME database entries, seamless access to interactive 3D content can be provided,
such as application launchers for 3D software, or file handler associations such that the user can
open files or download content from the web browser and open them as interactive 3D objects.

5 Building an XR-native Linux distribution

The most important and labor-intensive part of an XR-native distribution will be the development
of a comprehensive 3D desktop environment. Such an environment should include support for the
user to customize their surroundings with 3D models and content, including stand-ins for objects in
their real environment (to assist with navigation while using the software), and decorative changes.
The user’s preferred surroundings should be customizable, persisted across sessions, and perhaps
adjustable to suit different environments or moods.

5.1 Developing an XR desktop shell
Basic interactive functionality must be provided via the desktop shell. The shell should provide a
head’s-up display component which offers access to tools like telling the time, application notifica-
tions via dbus, and system management tools such as configuring audio devices or connecting to a
wireless network. In addition to non-diegetic solutions like a HUD, it may be desirable to develop
diegetic controls, such as placing a boom-box in the scene whose controls may be used to change the
system volume. Tools for the maintenance of the user’s surroundings, such as importing, moving,
or removing objects in the scene, should also be provided through this system.

5.2 Usage considerations; on-board vs. offloaded VR
Different XR configurations will call for different usage paradigms. For example, many XR users
have a traditional desktop solution, with a dedicated computer and a traditional desktop configu-
ration (monitors, keyboard, etc), who will step into XR as an exception to their normal use; such
users needs are things like a convenient way to launch the XR environment from a traditional desk-
top session, or a greater desire to utilize a broader range of input devices already available on their
system (such as a keyboard and mouse). Other devices provide a "all-in-one" experience, where
the computational resources are provided "on-board" the XR hardware and the user’s experience
with their computer takes place entirely in virtual reality. Such users will want access to a more
sophisticated 3D interface earlier in the system’s boot process, and will want to perform diagnostics
and maintenance entirely in virtual reality.
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6 Postscript: Upstream changes in free software projects

The development of the wxrc research prototype required our team to make several advances in
the state-of-the-art in the XR ecosystem in general, focused on providing these improvements in
upstream projects for the benefit of all XR use-cases. Some of these improvements are detailed
here.

6.1 DRM leasing
XR headsets, when connected to a traditional desktop computer, appear as a new monitor. XR run-
times, such as Monado, depend on the ability to drive these displays directly without the overhead
of the user’s existing desktop session. This functionality is provided for X11 via the DRM leasing
XRandr extension. Our team developed a similar protocol extension for Wayland, and developed
and upstreamed implementations of this protocol in Wayland, wlroots, and Mesa; and developed
further standards for projects like Vulcan to take advantage of it.

6.2 wlroots
wlroots is a flexible, general-purpose toolkit for developing Wayland compositors. Much of our
work on wlroots involved improvements to buffer management so that wxrc’s unique needs around
buffers were better accomodated; for instance to support attaching depth buffers to Wayland sur-
faces. Other improvements to wlroots included the development and maintenance of DRM leasing
functionality, improvements to the input device API design, and numerous small fixes and improve-
ments required to support our use-case.

6.3 Monado & OpenXR
We contributed substantial improvements to Monado, the open-source implementation of the OpenXR
standard, in the process of building wxrc. This included developing and standardizing new standards
for OpenXR generally, working with Khronos to formalize them, implementing them in Monado,
and improving Monado’s features and implementation such as was necessary to develop a robust
basis for open-source XR development. Virtually all XR applications developed for open-source
platforms in the future will benefit from our work in this respect.

6.4 Mesa, Vulkan, and OpenGL
The open-source graphics runtime, Mesa, provides an implementation of various graphics standards
for Linux and other free software platforms, including OpenGL and Vulkan implementations. Our
work here included development graphics runtime support for DRM leasing, improving the ability to
manipulate our various buffer models across a multi-process environment, and the implementation
and formal standardization of various Vulkan and OpenGL extensions.
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